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The interlocking directorate and intermeshed activities of large American foundations in the Central Intelligence Agency, State Department, Foreign Service and international organizations is being probed, a source revealed to The Exchange on November 22.

"The investigation was 'triggered' for the Department of Justice, the 'fomenting' of the teacher strike there, the source revealed, by a report that a 'scandal' about 'reset finances' might break in the press supervised from the State Department.

The Donner Foundation was noted as being the center of the investigation, with connections through the Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, and the Rockefeller Foundation. The source said that the use of CIA funds through 'conduits' appearing to be private(Washington, New York, and New York) to the Donner Foundation, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York, was being investigated.

Another foundation to be probed is the Johnson Foundation, the source stated.

The President of the Ford Foundation is McGeorge Bundy, who according to the source, might break in the press supervised from the State Department.

The党建 disclosure in February 1967 about the National Student Association, entitled "The Presidential Association," was the recent attack of the New York unit of the United Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, on the 'Federation of Teachers,' the source stated.

According to the source, the Donner Foundation gave AFSA $23,000, while "Temple" received $15,000.

The source added that the use of CIA funds through 'conduits' results of the revelations might be as sensational as those brought about by the 'scandal' about 'reset finances' during the Kennedy Administration.
Foundation “granted” the American Foreign Service Association $23,000. Previously, the Donner Foundation had “granted” $15,000 to The Temple of Understanding, Inc. for an international conference in January in Washington of “religious” leaders. The Temple of Understanding, Inc., has its Washington office at 1826 R Street, NW, the source stated.

The Temple

The “Temple of Understanding”, according to the source, is fundamentally an “occult” movement with ties to such mystical and metatheological movements as “The Arcane School” of New York City and the “Lucis Trust” of London, England. The “arcane”, or hidden-and-secret, mysteries include not only “mystical” but also banking and political “mysteries”, according to the source at the Department of Justice.

As illustration of the types of persons involved, the source said that top American officials at the CIA, the Foreign Service and the Department of Defense have been actively recruited for membership in “The Temple”. Robert McNamara

Two of the more prominent Washington members of “The Temple”, the source claimed, were Mr. and Mrs. Robert McNamara. Mr. McNamara was formerly the Secretary of Defense and is now the head of The World Bank. Another active member of The Temple, both in Washington and New York, is Marietta Prabody-Tree, the older sister of Endicott Peabody, the former Governor of Massachusetts. Mrs. Tree, holding the rank of Ambassador, was a U.S.
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Mr. Kennedy used F. A. information to advantage and won the campaign. As a reward, Mr. Brubeck was assigned to Mr. Rusk’s staff and is now an FSO-1, despite Mr. Rusk’s knowledge that Mr. Brubeck passed “top secret” information without authorization to the press. This action of Mr. Rusk has been contrasted with his treatment of Otto F. Otepka for giving certain much lower information to the Senate Internal Security Committee, all of whose members are cleared to receive “secret” information.

Franklyn Johnson

The president of the Donner Foundation, which subsidized the AFSA Conference, is Franklyn Johnson, formerly a “desk officer” at the CIA and later a “consultant,” the source revealed.

Franklyn Johnson is also associated with the Reid Educational Foundation, Inc., of Washington, D.C., together with Evron M. Kirkpatrick and Max Kampelman. The last were executive director and legal counsel, respectively, also of the American Political Science Association, the source revealed.


In addition to these ties to the foundations, Messrs. Kirkpatrick and Max Kampelman were identified as “dominant persons” with Operations and Policy Research, Inc., located at 4000 Albemarle Street, NW, in the nation’s capital. This organization,
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